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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE,::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 12(BGN)/2017.
U/S 302 IPC

(Arising out of G'R' Case No. 1113 of 2016)

State ofAssam

Vs.

Sorhab Ali Khan.... Accused

PRESEI'{T : Smti. I. Barman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigoon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED .,

For the State.' Sri R. Barman, Public Prosecutor

For the accused person : Sri T. Das,Advocate'

Date ofArgument : 14.6.2018.

Date of Judgment: 28.6.2018.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case in a nutshell is that on 6'tl'2016

while Rahela Khatun (cw 1), the wife of the deceased Mohiruddin

alongwith her daughter were in her father accused Sorhab Ali Khan's

house in Nayer, she called her husband Mohiruddin to her father's house

saying that her mother has been suffering from illness. Accordingly, the

deceased on 6.1 1.2016 in the afternoon came to the house of his father-
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in-law i.e accused Sorhab Ali Khan and spent the night there. But on

that night at about 12 o' clock his father-in-law sorhab Ali Khan by

inflicting blows with rod caused death to the deceased.

2. Regarding the incident on receipt of the verbal

information from one Kalu Gaji, the Incharge North Bongaigaon patrol

Post entered the same vide General diary entry no.l79 dated 7.1L2016

(Ext 7) and informing the matter to Superintendent of Police atd OlC,

went to the place of occurrence where he found the dead body upon bed

with head injury. Then he finding a rod, seized the same vide seizure list

Ext 1. He took steps for conducting inquest and post mortem of the dead

body and then on receipt of formal FIR from Mainul Hoque (PW 3), he

made the General Diary Entry no. 191 dated 7.11.2016 (Ext 8) and

forwarded the same to the Officer-in-charge Bongaigaon Police Station

for registering a case. Accordingly Bongaigaon Police Station Case no.

70612016 U/S 302IPC was registered and on being entrusted himself

to investigate the case, he interrogated the accused who in the meantime

surrendered in the Police Station, recorded the statement of the

witnesses and on completion of investigation, laid charge sheet against

the accused Sorhab Ali Khan U/S 302 IPC.

1 On appearance of the accused person, the learned

Chief Judicial Magistrate Bongaigaon furnished the copies of the

documents under section 207 CI.P.C and committed the case to the Court

of Session, Bongaigaon being the offence U/S 302 IPC exclusively

triable by the Court of Session.
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oocurrence and

circumstances.
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After committal of the case, on appearance of the

accused person, on going through the police report furnished under

section 173 Cr.P.C and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie

case, charge was framed against the above named accused person U/S

302 IPC. The accused person abjured his guilt and demanded to stand

for trial.

5. During trial, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined as many as 8 witnesses . In

the statement recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C, the accused person denied all the

allegations levelled against him and pleaded innocence. Defence adduced

no evidence. I have heard argument of both sides and also gone through

the materials on record.

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

I) Whether the accused Sorhab Ali Khan on

6.11.2016 at about 12.00 midnight committed

murder intentionally or lcnowingly causing the

death of his son-in-law Mohiruddin punishable U/S

302 IPC ?

6.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND RBASONS THEREOF:

In the present case, there is no eye witness to the

the entire prosecution story mainly based on the

The learned Public Prosecutor Mr Barman, submitted
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that the evidence on record established the chain of circumstances which
only take to the guilt of the accused and no hypothesis of his innocence
is possible.

8.

learned

merely

person.

10.

Against the above

counsel of defence has argued

creates suspicion but do not lead

submissions, Mr T. Das, the

that the materials on record

to proving guilt of the accused

9 ' To appropriately appreciate the rival submission, it
would be apposite to have a bird's view of the evidence on record.
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PW 1 Hasmat Ali in his evidence stated that on the
day of incident at around 6.o0l6.30A.Mwhile he was in his house one
Kalu Gazi informed him over phone that accused Sorhab Ali quarrelled
with his son-in-law, i.e the deceased Mohiruddin. Then narrating the fact
to Kurban and Anowar, they alr went to the house of the accused. Kurban

entered into the house of the accused and they 4/5 persons were standing

upon road in front of the house of the accused. After sometime, Kurban
came out from the house of the accused and informed that Mahiruddin
died. They asking Kalu Gazi to inform police, left the place. He further

stated that Kurban who pushing the door had seen the dead body told

thern that the dead body was lying upon bed with bleeding on head.

During cross examination he denied the suggestion that the fact of
informing him by Kalu Gazi about the quarrer between the accused and

deceased was not stated before police. During cross he also stated that he

has no knowledge whether the accused was present at home on that
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night.

11. PW 2 Abdul Majid deposed that hearing about the

death of the deceased, he went to the house of the accused and had seen

the dead body of the deceased lying upon the bed. Police seized a rod

therefrom vide seizure list Ext 2. He proved the seized rod as M. Ext 1.

During cross he stated that on the fateful night, the wife of the deceased

was present in the house of the accused. He admitted that at Bowdi

bazar situated near the house of the accused, people used to play

gambling.

t2. PW 3 Moniul Hoque, the elder brother of the

deceased deposed that on 6.11.2016 accused Sorhab Ali Khan and his

daughter Rahila Khatun the wife of the accused called the deceased to

the house of the accused. Accordingly on that day at around 3 P.M, the

deceased came to the house of the accused and on next morning at

around 8.00/8.30 A.M his nephew Zakir Hussain over phone enquired

him about the deceased to which he replied that on previous day his

brother Mohiruddin went to his father-in-1aw's house, i.e the house of the

accused. Then Zakir Hussain informed him that the deceased was killed

in his father-in-law's house. Hearing about the incident, he immediately

rushed to the place of occurrence but in the meantime the dead body was

sent to North Bongaigaon Patrol Post. Then he came to North

Bongaigaon Patrol Post and had seen the dead body in police vehicle'

He also came to know that accused Sorhab Ali, father-in-law of the

deceased surrendered at Bongaigaon Police station. He heard that on last

night at around ll.3Ol12.O0 mid night, the deceased was murdered. Then

he filed the FIR, Ext2. During cross he stated that he did not remember
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who wrote the FIR' He denied the suggestion that his deceased brother

had the habit of taking liquor and playing gambling. He stated that he

has no knowledge if on the day of incident the deceased had quarrel at

Bowdi bazar while being drunken played gambling. He admitted that the

relation between the deceased and the accused r.vas good. According to

him, at the time of incident, the wife and one son of the accused were

also present at home.

13. PW 4 Kurban Ali in his evidence stated that one dav

at around 6 A.M accused Sorhab Ali coming to the house of Kalu Gazi

informed that his son-in-law deceased Mohiruddin died in his house.

Regarding this on being called by Kalu Gazi, he alongwith 415 persons

went to the house of Kalu Gazi who reported them about the death of the

deceased. Thereafter all of them went to the house of the accused and

had seen the dead body of the deceased upon bed of the house of the

accused. He also noticed a rod near the dead body upon the bed. They

found the accused in his house but he did not know how the deceased

died. During cross he stated that deceased was a carpenter in occupation

who sometimes stayed in the house of the accused. The deceased also

used to visit'bowdibazar'which is near to the house of the accused and

played card there. He further stated that some days prior to the incident,

he met the deceased at night coming from 'bowdi bazar' and on the

previous day of the incident also, he had seen the deceased coming from

'bowdi bazar'. He further stated that the relation between the deceased

and the accused was good. He also stated that the accused purchasing a

plot of land at Chapar, constructed a house thereon for the accused and
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his family.

14. PW 5 Abdul Karim the tenant of the accused stated

that on the day of incident at around 7 A.M hearing hulla, he came out

and had seen many persons gathered in the house of the accused. The

people present there entering into the house of the accused, came out.

Then on being enquired what happened, he was asked to witness inside

the house of the accused. Accordingly, he entered into the house of the

accused and had seen the dead body ofthe deceased upon the bed. From

people he heard that the accused had killed the deceased with a rod.

During cross he stated that since last one year, he had been residing in

the house of the accused on rent and during that period he had seen the

deceased visiting the house of the accused. During that period he noticed

good relation between the accused and the deceased. He admitted that

the deceased was in the habit of taking liqour and playing gambling. on

that night he had not heard any hulla. He admitted that there is no

boundary wall in the premises of the accused. He stated that from the

house of the accused, 'Bowdi bazar' is about % KM away where people

used to take liquor and played gambling and usually everyday marpit

took place in gambling. He admitted that the deceased had the habit of

taking liquor at the 'bowdi bazar' and also picked up qualrel while

playing gambling.

15. PW 6 Dr Prasanta Sarkar conducted post mortem

examination on the dead body of deceased Mohiruddin on 7.11.2016 and

found the following :

External appearance
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The male dead body was wearing blue white
coloured lungi and blue ganjee, non emaciated and non decomposed,
average built with murtiple injury over head and faciar area.

Lacerated wound over right parietal area measuring
4cm x 6cm x 3cm xlcm x l cm x 4cm xlcm x2cm xl cm xlcm.
Lacerated wound over right ear lobule 4 cm x 2 cm x l cm. Right
parietal bone fracture and right maxilrary bone fracture.

_ Nil
Mark of ligature of neck, dissection etc _ Nil
Cranium and spinal canal

I ' scalp, Skull and vertebrae- Lacerated wound over
rightparietal area4 cmx 6 cm x 3 cm, 3 cm x rcm x I cm, 4 cm x I cm
x lcm, 2 cm x lcm x I cm. Fracture in right parietal bone. vertebrae_
Intact 2. Membrane-Torned over right parietal area. 3. Brain and
Spinal cord - Brain matter exposed through right parie tal area. Spinal
cord - intact.

Thorax

1.Walls, Ribs and cartilages-Intact. 2. pleurae_

congested . 3. Larynx and trachea- congested. 4. Right lung and Left
lung- congested. 5. pericardium, Heart and vessels - congested.

Abdomen

1. Walls- Intact. 2. Peritoneum- Intact. 3. Mouth,

/f
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Pharynx, oesophagus- congested. 4. Stomach and its contents _

Healthy and contain undigested food materials. Small intestine and its
contents - Healthy and contain semi digested food materials. 6. Large
intestine and its contents- Healthy and contain faecal matters, T.Liver-
congested. 8 Spleen- Healthy. 9. Kidney- Healthy. 10. Bladder- Healthy

and containing small amount of urine. 11. organs of generation external

and internal-Intact.

Muscle. Bones and joints

Injury- Lacerated wound over right parietal area,

fracture of right temporal bone, lacerated wound over right ear lobule.

Abrasion with fracture of right maxillary bone. Disease or deformity-

Nil. Fracture - Fracture of right parietal bone. Fracture of right

maxillary bone. Dislocation - Nil.

Doctor opined that cause of death is due to severe

head injury which is ante mortem. Time since death lz-49 hours. pw 6

proved the postmortem examination report vide Ext 3.

16. PW 7 Pallav Jyoti Nath the then Assistant

Commissioner of Bongaigaon deposed on 7.1r.2016 he conducted the

inquest on the dead body of deceased Mohiruddin and found the body

lying on the bed. There was a cut mark on the right side of the head. He

proved the inquest as Ext 4. During cross he stated the dead body was

found wearing lungi and ganji.

PW 8, Debojit Sarma, the Investigating Officer
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deposed that on 7.r1.2016 at around 7.30 A.M while he was working as

Incharge North Bongaigaon Patrol Post, one Kalu Gaji over phone

informed him that at night Sorhab Ali Khan committed the murder of his

son-in-law deceased Mohiruddin with a rod while he was sleeping in his

(accused) house. on receiving the information he made General Diary

entry no. 179 dated 7 .11.2016 (Ext 7) and informing the Superintendent

of Police and the o.c, he proceeded to the place of occurrence and

found the dead body of the deceased lying upon the bed. He noticed a

cut mark on the head. He found a 5 mm rod,2 feet 7 inches in length

containing blood stain and seized the said rod vide Ext 1. He prepared

the sketch map of the place of occurrence vide Ext 5, and after

conducing inquest, sent the dead body for post mortem examination. He

also recorded the statement of the witnesses. In the meantime Sorhab Ali

Khan surrendered at Bongaigaon Police station. Thereafter, on receipt of

formal FIR from Moinul Hoque, General Diary entry no. 191 dated

7 .11.2016 (Ext 8) was made and on being entrusted to investigate the

case, he recorded the statement of the witnesses, collected the

postmortem examination and submitted charge sheet against the accused

U/S 302 IPC vide Ext 6. During cross he stated that in ExtT the copy of

General Diary entry, he had not mentioned the phone number from

which he was informed. He further stated that after arrival at the place of

occurrence, he met Kalu Gazi, Kurban Ali, Hasmot Ali and Abdul

Maszid. He also recorded the statement of the wife of the deceased as

suspected accused, but he had not shown her as witness. He admitted

that he did not record the statement of Zakir Hussain, the nephew of the

deceased as he did not find him at the place of occurrence. He had not

sent the seized rod to FSL.
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The wife of the deceased namely Rahela Khatun was

examined as court witness (cw l) who was present in her

father's/accused house where the deceased found dead. She stated that

on previous day of the incident her deceased husband came to her

father's house to enquire the health of her mother who had been

suffering from ailment. on 6.11.2016 at around 7.20p.Mthe deceased

who had the habit of playing gambling, went to ,,Bowdi bazar,,. But

when till 10.00 P.M, he did not return, she made a call and in reply the

deceased asked her to sleep. According to her, on that night she

alongwith her father, mother and her 12 years old daughter were at home

and on next day at 6.00 A.M, found her husband dead. She stated that

she was sleeping with her daughter in one room with her parents. She

stated that the room where the deceased was found dead, is adjacent to

the room where they others slept. During cross she stated that as the

economic condition of her husband was not sound, hence, her accused

father purchasing land constructed house thereon and allowed them to

reside there. According to her also, the relation between her father and

the husband was good. She stated that her parents asked the accused to

leave the habit of playing gambling but he ignored.

19. In the present case, as per post mortem report, the

deceased sustained lacerated wound over right parietal area, fracture of

right parietal bone, lacerated wound over right ear lobule and abrasion

with fracture of right maxillary bone and brain matter exposed through

right parietal area. The post mortem report shows that deceased died due

to severe head injury and time since death is 12-18 hours. The autopsy
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was done at 1.30 P.M on 7.11.2016. So the deceased died in between

6.00 P.M - 1.00 A.M. During cross examination though defence tried to
take the plea that laceration may cause due to falring on hard substance

but the medical offrcer clearly negates exposing of brain matter and

fracture of parietal area from falling on heard substance. The cause of
death is also not disputed during cross of the pws. The post mortem

report clearly indicates that the death of the deceased is homicidal one.

Prosecution case is that deceased on the dav of
incident came to his father in law's house where his wife and daughter

already present. It is not in dispute that the deceased was found dead

with severe head injury in accused father-in-law's house. Nobody

witnessed the occurrence and the case rests on circumstantial evidence. It
is well settled by a catena of decisions of the Apex court that where a

case rests squarely on circumstantial evidence, the inference of guilt can

be justified only when all the incriminating facts and circumstances are

found to be incompatible with the innocence of the accused or the guilt

of any other person. The circumstances from which an inference as to the

guilt of the accused is drawn have to be proved beyond reasonable doubt

and have to be shown to be closely connected with the principal fact

sought to be inferred from these circumstances.

20.
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In the case of Bhagat Ram v. State of Punjab, AIR

irrfrsJLqL 1954 SC 62I,it has been laid down that, where the case depends upon

lhr$t$ the conclusion drawn from circumstances, the cumulative effect of the

circumstances must be such as to negate the innocence of the accused

and bring home the offences beyond any reasonable doubt. The Apex
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Court in the case of state of U.p v. satish referred to the following

observation made by the Supreme Court in the case of C, Chenga Reddy

v. State of A.P.,1996 (10) SCC 193:-

"21. In a case based on circumstantial evidence, the

settled law is the circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is

drawn should be fully proved and such circumstances must be conclusive

in nature. Moreover, all the circumstances should be complete and there

should be no gap left in the chain of evidence. Further, the proved

circumstances must be consistent only with the hypothesis of the guilt of

the accused and totally inconsistent with his innocence."

22. The Apex Court in the case of Padala Veera Reddy

v. State of A P. 1989 Supp (2) SCC 706,laid down that when a case

rests upon circumstantial evidence, such evidence must satisff the

following tests:- (SCC pp. 710-11, para 10)

"10. (1) the circumstances from which an inference

of guilt is sought to be drawn, must be cogently and firmly established;

(2)those circumstances should be of a definite tendency

unerringly pointing towards guilt of the accused;

(j)the circumstances, taken cumulative, should form a

chain so complete that there is no escape from the

conclusion that within all human probability the

crime was committed by the accused and none else;

i ] .'\a,,,,*
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and

(4)the circumstantial evidence in order to sustain

conviction must be complete and incapable of
explanation of any other hypothesis than that of the

guilt of the accused and such evidence should not

only be consistent with the guilt of the accused but

should be inconsistent with his innocence.',

23. In the case of Hanumant Govincl Nargundkar v.

State of M.P AIR, 1952 SC 343 it was observed, thus:-

"It is well to remember that in cases where the

evidence is of a circumstantial nature, the circumstances from which the

conclusion of guilt is to be drawn should in the first instance be fully

established, and all the facts so established should be consistent only

with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused. Again, the circumstances

should be of a conclusive nature and tendency they should be such as to

exclude every hypothesis but the one proposed to be proved. In other

words, there must be a chain of evidence so far complete as not to leave

any reasonable ground for a conclusion consistent with the innocence of

the accused and it must be such as to show that within all human

probability the act must have been done by the accused."

24. In the case of Sharad Birdhichand Sarda v. State of

Maharashtra, AIP. 1984 SC 1622, while dealing with the circumstantial

evidence, the Supreme Court laid down that the following conditions
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precedent must be fully established before conviction could be based on

circumstantial evidence. The conditions are:-

(l)the circumstance from which the conclusion of guilt is
to be drawn should be fully established. The

circumstances concerned must or should and not may

be established.

(2) the facts so established should be consistent with the

hypothesis of the guilt of the accused, that is to say,

they should not be explainable on any other hypothesis

except that the accused is guilty;

(3) the circumstances should be of a conclusive nature and

tendency;

(4)they should exclude every possible hypothesis except

the one to be proved; and

(5) there must be a chain of evidence so complete as not to

leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion

consistent with the innocence of the accused and must

show that in all human probability the act must have

been done bv the accused.

25. In the case in hand, regarding circumstances, it is

undisputed that on 6.11.2016 in the afternoon the accused came to the
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house of his father-in-law i.e accused Sorhab Ali Khan and on 7.ll.2016
in the morning he was found dead in the house of the accused upon bed.

PW 1 HasmotAli, the co-villager of the accused in his evidence stated on

the day at around 6.0016.30 A.M one Kalu Gaji over phone informed him

that accused sorhab had quarrel with his son-in-law and thereafter he

alongwith Kurban Ali and Anowar coming to the house of the accused

had seen the dead body of the deceased upon bed. corroborating his

evidence Kurban Ali, Pw 4 also in the same tune told that on the day at

around 6 A.M accused Sorhab Ali Khan coming to the house of Kalu

Gaji reported about the death of his son-in-law and then Kalu Gaji

reported them the said incident. So, as per the evidence of PW I and pw

4, at first Kalu Gaji knew about the incident and after knowing the

incident Kalu Gaji reported the matter to the police on the basis of which

General Diary entry no. 179 dated 7.11.2016 was made (Ext 7). But

prosecution could not examine said Kalu Gaji as he already expired as

reported by police. Though PW 1 in his evidence stated that Kalu Gaji

over phone informed him about the quarrel between the accused and the

deceased, but this material fact was not stated in statement U/S 161

Cr.P.C.

26. Another circumstance regarding presence of the

accused in the place of occurrence though PW 1 deposed that he did not

know about presence of accused at home on the day of incident but other

PWs and the wife of the deceased (CW 1) categorically stated that on

that night, the accused alongwith his wife (since deceased), wife of the

accused with her daughter were present in the house of the accused. So
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far the evidence of PW 3 the informant as well as the elder brother of the
deceased, one son of the accused was also present on that night in the
house. The evidence of cw 1 wife of the deceased the most materiar
witness is that on that day at around 7 p.M her deceased went to .,Bowdi

bazar" but when he did not return till 10 p.M, she made a call to him to
come home to which the accused asked her to sleep and in the morning
at 6 A.M she found the dead body of her husband. It is also in the
evidence of cw 1 that on that night her husband was in a room while she

alongwith her parents and daughter were in another room. In the same

premises Pw 5 Abdul Karim also resided as tenant. pw 3 the informant,

the most vital witness also did not state that the accused committed

murder of the deceased. He only stated that deceased was murdered in
the house of the accused. with the above evidence, when so many
persons including the tenant were present in the same premises, none of
them heard any hulla or alarm at night. There is no evidence that

anyone had seen the accused entering into the room of the deceased.

There is also no iota of evidence after returning from 'Bow di bazar,

anyone had seen the accused with the deceased. So the last seen theory is

also absent in the case.

27. Further except the informant, all other pws categorically

stated that the deceased had the habit of taking liquor and playing

gambling and whenever he used to come to his father-in-law's house, he

used to go to ' Bowdi bazar' situated about ,/z KM away from his father-

in-law's house and also used to play gambling there. pw 4 also during

cross examination clearly stated that prior to some days of the incident
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he had found the deceased at night coming from ,Bow dibazar,and on the
previous day also he had seen the deceased coming from ,Bow di bazar,.
However, he did not mention the time at which he fbund he deceased
coming from 'Bow di bazar, on the night of the incident. pw 5 arso
categorically stated that in 'Bowdi bazar,there is a prace of riquor and
gambling where usualry every day marpit took prace in gambling. He
also knew that the deceased often going to .,Bowcl i bazar,, took riquor
and in gambling he picked up quarrel. pw 5 admitted that as he also
used to visit'Bowdibazar,,hence he knew the said thing.

28. The present case in hand, the material circumstance is
that after the incident the accused surrendered in the police Station and
one rod allegedly used in the offence was found near the dead body upon
bed. But in my opinion, in the sudden incident, there is every possibility
of surrendering before the police due to fear of public assaurt and only
for that circumstance he cannot be held that to be the offender.

29. Further as per the seizure list Ext l, the rod (M.Ext 1)
containing blood stain was seized from the place of occurrence. The
seizure witness, pw 2 stated that police brought the rod from the room
where the dead body was lying and seized the same. The seized rod was
not sent to FSL. It is in the evidence of all pws that including the erder
brother of the deceased, that the relation of the accused with his deceased
son-in-law was good and the accused purchasing land at chapar
constructed house thereon and allowed the deceased to reside there with
his family. so no evidence of motive is found to cause death to the
deceased by the accused
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30' In the above facts and circumstances of the case and
the scrutiny of the evidence on record as discussed above, I am of the
view that the prosecution cannot be said to have established the chain of
circumstances which would link the accused with the alleged crime.
when in the house of the accused besides the accused, there are other
persons including independent tenant in the same house/premises, it
cannot be held that none other than the accused committed the crime.

31. On the above discussions, I found that the
circumstances relied on by the prosecution in this case are neither fully
established nor consistent with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused.
Those circumstances do not exclude the hypothesis of innocence of the
accused, therefore, accused is entitled to the benefit of doubt.
Accordingly, the accused sorhab Ali Khan is acquitted on benefit of
doubt and set him at liberty forthwith. His bail bond shall remain in
force till next six months.

32. At the time of death deceased left his wife Rahela
Khatun and 12 years minor daughter. Hence, I feer it fit to recommend
the case for compensation for wife and daughter of the deceased as per
provision of section 357 ACr.p.C.

Send a copy of the judgment to the DLSA, Bongaigaon.
aaJJ.

Contd....
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28'h day ofJune, 201g.
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Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the

Dictated and corrected by me,/v.. 'r'6
ft
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IJOngalgaon
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Prosecutionwitness, w
PW I -HasmatAli.
PW 2 -Abdul Majid.
PW3-MoniulHoque.
PW 4 -Kurban Ali.
PW 5 -Abdul Karim.
PW 6 - Dr Prasanta Sarkar.
PW 7 - Pallav Jyoti Nath.
PW 8 -Debojit Sarma, I.O.

Court witness
CW I -RahelaKhatun.
Defence Wtness:
Nil.

Ext-3 PM report.
Ext-4 Inquest report.
Ext -5 Sketch map of the p.O.

Ext -6 Charge sheet.
Ext -7 GD Entry no. 179 dated 7.11.16.
Ext -8 GD entry no. 191 dated 7.11.16.
Material Exhibit:
M. Ext 1- Rod
Defence Exhibit:
Nil r! '$

tt Vifi
( LBarman)
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Ext-l Seizure list.
Ext-2 FIR


